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EDITORIAL. XOTE 

The decision to publish this new Journal, and *&us add to the already very large 
number of chemical journals, has been taken only after careful consideration. IAer 
receiving several suggestions &that there was need for a journal devoted to the rayidly 
growing subject of organom&allic chemistry. the Elsevier Publishing Company 
solicited the opinion of numerous leading scientists in the field, and the replies xere 
overwhelmingly favourable. 

Organometallic chemistq; is a broad field, spanning the boundaries of organic 
and inorganic chemistq-, but It represents a well-defined range of inkrest for a large 
number of chemists, and it was thought that there should be avalable a jovmal 
through which a worker in the field could bring important advances quickie; and 
directly to the attention of all those engaged in similar work. It was clearly important 
that such a journal should hat-e a genuinely international character, and the 
Publishers sought and received support for the enterprise from many couniries, 
several chemists of international reputation from these cocntrie$ kllingl~ agreeing 
to join the Editor-2 Adviscry Board. 

The scope of the Journal is indicated in a general wa? by the ccntent of Section 
39 (“Organometallic and Organometalloid Compounds”) of CJw7rzicd Abstracts In- 
formation on the types of papers to be published and instructions on style will be 
found elsewhere under the heading “Instructions to Authors”, but 3 should not be 
thought that rigid rules will be applied, and Regional Editors will be glad to receive 
suggestions and comments_ 

_A few chemists consulted were against the foundation of another chemical 
journal of any kind. Es-en the-, howeve_. r will agree that if 2 mw journal is :.o be 
produced in response to the wishes of the majority of organometallic chemists, then 
it is fortunate ;:hat it will be handIed b>- the Ekevier Publishing Conparry. 


